
Here are some key changes that you can expect from Paragon 

 

 Currently RAE® has two MLS® Systems available, Residential MLXchange / Fusion and 

Commercial CLS / CLS Fusion. In the move to Paragon™ there will be only one MLS® 

System going forward. 

 The following property types, now called Classes, will be on Paragon: 

 Residential 

 Rural 

 Mobile 

 Commercial 

 Multi - Class (formerly known as Cross Property) 

 There will be a new Commercial Property Type named Institutional.  This was added to 

properly identify properties such as schools, churches, and hospitals. 

 The Basement Field has been changed to a single select drop down.  ‘Crawl Space’, 

‘Dugout’, ‘Walkout’ and ‘Walk-up’ have been moved into the field ‘Features’.   

 The Basement Development Field has been changed to a single select drop down. 

‘Remodelled Basement’ has been moved into the field ‘Remodelled’. ‘Suite’ has been 

retired. Note: secondary suite permit is required when amending an active listing in 

Paragon. 

 When listing a property, to reduce the amount of ‘Features Field Types’, the ‘Amenities’ 

Field and ‘Features’ Field have been consolidated into one field called Features. See a 

complete list of the changes here. (insert listing features doc link) 

 When searching for features and amenities, you will need to fill out at least one of the 

three search options under features. See further features searching instructions here. 

(insert link to https://paragonereb.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/features-multi-

select.pdf) 

 The Listing ID# was previously called the ML# and it will start at E4000000.  Commercial 

listings will be under the same system and will not have different Listing ID#’s. 

 There is no functionality warning the member when there are two people editing a listing 

at the same time.  It is possible that if two people are maintaining the same listing 

simultaneously that they can overwrite each other.  We have an enhancement request in 

to Black Knight to remedy this. 

 There are 30 listing photos permitted on the listings. 

 Due to the high volume of incomplete listings for bathrooms on MLXchange and Fusion, 

the functionality of Paragon makes it required that you complete each field for bathrooms 

and ensuite.  If a field is not applicable, you must enter a zero in each field. 



 When entering a listing using Brokerload, there are warning and error messages that will 

appear at the bottom of the screen when you hit save the listing, if you have not entered 

the listing in full or if you need to acknowledge some information. 

 “Select an action” functionality is a quick way to maintain some aspects of your listing 

from mapping to changing the price if you brokerload.  

 


